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Introduction:  Central pit craters (CPCs) are com-

plex craters that contain centrally located, approxi-

mately circular depressions on crater floors (floor pits) 

and on central peaks (summit pits) that are formed dur-

ing crater emplacement [Fig. 1; e.g., 1-3] and are found 

on many solid bodies across the solar system [e.g., 3-

9]. Given the breadth of conditions (i.e. target proper-

ties, gravity) that must allow for central pit formation 

on this wide range of  host bodies, the requirements for 

central pit formation are not well understood.  

Many formation mechanisms for central pits have 

previously been proposed (Table 1) for the CPCs of 

Mars and elsewhere and have been investigated using 

methods such as crater inventories and descriptive sta-

tistics, morphological analyses, and modeling [e.g., 10, 

3, 11-13]. We are testing the previously proposed for-

mation mechanisms for Mars central pits using inferen-

tial statistical analyses based on relationships that 

should be present for each formation mechanism (Ta-

ble 2).  A discussion of the statistical setup and power 

analyses conducted for this project are included in 

[14]. The statistical test structure is summarized in Ta-

ble 3. Because floor and summit type central pits may 

be formed by different mechanisms, the analyses for 

each mechanism are conducted separately.  

Hypothesis Sources 

(A) Explosive release of volatiles from the 

subsurface 

[15-18] 

(B) Collapse of a central peak [19-21] 

(C) Subsurface drainage of water melt [22] 

Table 1: Previously proposed hypotheses tested here. 

Hyp (Test) Relationship 

(A, C) (1) CPCs should have a higher occurrence of 

volatile-rich ejecta than non-CPCs. [23] 

(A) (2) The volume of the central pits should be 

greater than the volume of their rims. [24] 

(B) (3) The diameters of central pit rims should 

be wider than the diameters of central peaks. 

[24] 

Table 2: The relationships that have been proposed to 

support one or more of the proposed hypotheses.  

Data Collection:   We independently assessed the 

global impact crater database of [25] in order to derive 

a robust population of CPCs for our statistical analyses.  

Where the Context Camera (CTX) imagery [26] did 

not enable confident determine of whether the CPC 

was a floor or summit type pit, HRSC [27-28] digital 

elevation models (DEMs) and MOLA pedr points [29] 

were used to take profiles across the crater floor to 

make this determination (Fig. 1). Where HRSC and 

MOLA coverage did not have the necessary spatial 

resolution to resolve the central pit floor (relative) ele-

vation the crater was removed from the population.  

To prevent our results from being affected by pro-

cesses unrelated to central pit formation, we looked at 

these complex craters in CTX imagery using Google 

Earth [30] and JMars [31] and determined if they had 

sufficient preservation, limited infilling, and were not 

elongated. A detailed discussion of the methodology 

we are using to determine feature diameters and vol-

umes is included in [14]. Crater ejecta morphology was 

determined using CTX and THEMIS [32] imagery in 

GoogleEarth and JMars. Crater diameter measurements 

are done in JMars. All crater volume measurements are 

being conducted in ArcGIS [33] using CTX DEMs 

made with NASA’s Ames Stereo Pipeline [34]. The 

results to date are summarized in Table 3.  

Discussion of Assumptions:   Based on current 

models of lobate ejecta emplacement,  we identify 

whether lobate ejecta is present around a sampled 

crater regardless of where it occurs stratigraphically 

within a (layered) ejecta sequence.  Under the interpre-

tation that lobate ejecta signify the presence of volatiles 

in the target materials at the time of formation [e.g., 

35], this approach identifies CPCs that formed in vola-

tile-rich target materials.  

Based on feedback from participants in the 2017 

Lunar and Planetary Science Conference concerning 

assumptions about volatile deposit depths inherent in 

our testing, we are currently considering altering the 

ejecta test so that we base our analysis only on the style 

of ejecta deposit that is present atop any other ejecta 

deposits present (lobate or radial). This possible 

change in methodology is based on our understanding 

that, largely, the ejecta nearest the crater and emplaced 

last is sourced predominantly from the greatest depth in 

the target (Fig. 2; [36]), and therefore closest to the 

material that forms the central pit. We would like to 

request feedback from the participants of the Planetary 

Crater Consortium about the accuracy of the above 

ejecta emplacement model as it pertains to our testing: 

Is the uppermost ejecta within the continuous ejecta 

blanket predominantly comprised of material exca-

vated from the greatest depth in the target?  
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Test  Stats Test [37] Ho Halt Results 

(1) Chi-square test 

for homoge-

neity 

Total occurrence of volatile-

rich ejecta for CPCs ≤ total 

occurrence volatile-rich ejecta 

for non-CPC complex craters  

The total occurrence of volatile-rich 

ejecta for CPCs > the total occur-

rence of volatile-rich ejecta for non-

CPC complex craters 

Could not reject 

Ho: pfl=0.44; 

psum=0.48 

(2) T-test for two 

dependent 

samples 

Mean volume of the pit rim ≥ 

mean volume of the pit  

Mean volume of the pit rim < mean 

volume of the pit 

(This test is 

ongoing) 

(3) T-test for two 

independent 

samples 

Mean central pit rim diameter 

≤ mean central peak diameter  

Mean central pit diameter rim > mean 

central peak diameter 

(This test is 

ongoing) 

Table 3: Statistical  tests and their  null and alternate hypotheses with results [14].  

 

Fig. 1: Floor (A, B) and summit (C, D) CPCs showing 

morphology (A, C) and relative elevations of the floors 

(B, D) of the central pits as shown in MOLA PEDR 

data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: (A) The excavation flow field geometry from 

figure 5.9 in [36]. Material higher within each ejecta 

“streamtube” ejects at a greater velocity than deeper 

material. (B) From [36], figure 5.13, showing the initial 

position of ejected and displaced material.  
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